Open Access Meets Productivity
“Scholarship, see effect of being an efficient source”
A Case Study:

The Method of Online Academic Reviews and the Alleged Delay of post-Holocaust Sociology
HOW, WITHOUT DIFFICULTY, CAN AN ARTICLE BE FOUND?

“How do we use an EBSCO database?”
THE ISSUE OF A CASE STUDY: THE METHOD OF ONLINE ACADEMIC REVIEWS AND THE ALLEGED DELAY OF POST-HOLOCAUST SOCIOLOGY

Halfway and between Hemerographia and meta-Sociology
THE MEASUREMENT OF SOME IMPORTANT INDEXES

Speed of Publication

Scientific Impact of Research on the Academic Public
Open Access and Usability of Data

How free-open sources advanced and answered to my own research questions

Importance of Open Data to the Social Sciences

How EBSCOhost databases and Open Access to full-text allowed to measure

Productivity

Visibility

Degree of Appreciation
## WHAT ARE PRODUCTIVITY, VISIBILITY, DEGREE OF APPRECIATION?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How many written works the scholar has produced</th>
<th>How many times the name of the authors appears in articles and reviews on EBSCO</th>
<th>The degree of appreciation of post-Holocaust sociological works</th>
<th>How open access actually enforced the scholarly research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timelines</td>
<td>Calculated</td>
<td>Access to older international publications, unhearing of ignored, marginal subject of investigation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Based on the number of citations</td>
<td>Quantitative diffusion of publications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>that academic environment has reserved for them</td>
<td>Evaluation of these measurements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHAT DOES IT TELL US ABOUT THE HISTORY OF THE TEXT?

- Everett C. Hughes
- Talcott Parsons
- Paul Neurath

- American Journal of Sociology
- American Sociological Review
- Social Problems
UNKNOWN PAPERS EMERGED, UNPUBLISHED REPORTS AND THIS FACT CLEARED UP DOUBTS RELATED TO THE QUESTION OF THE ALLEGED DELAY OF SOCIOLOGY
The means adopted to write history and to do history through the reviews
By perusing the online academic sociological reviews (year by year) it is possible to glance at and examine who promoted which research project and in which scientific reviews.
Importance of perusal

Sociology as discipline is based on, depends on and is built by the scientific reviews and the dissemination of works.

The online reviews do not replace or supplant paper or printed journals but support them permitting us to have a wider range for analysis.

Without this scientific and scholarly literature available online, I could not have verified this delay.

Without the perusal of well-qualified online reviews, several sociological studies would be forgotten.
The ideas behind this work will contribute to the digitization of unknown documents and manuscripts related to modern and contemporary history and critical thought.

The necessity of their reusage and employment into current research

One of its central goal: to host unnoticed texts in open access through an open access thematic platform
This will support circulation and connecting of data

Ties with well versed institutions

Digital Democracy: text as essential tool of democracy (the free/open expression of ideas, freedom of speech)
The metaphor of the marketplace of texts is taken up: the simple idea is that texts should circulate freely like goods, just as a free market leads to a growing economy, so too does a free-open marketplace of texts/writings lead to truth

Linking of Knowledge
A relationship - a bridge, made of words and concepts - exists between any written and its readers.
Any text speaks to reader
Any reader talks back to the text
This meeting between the reader who reads the words and the words written or digitized is powerful